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Chapter 4. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 Implementation and Results 

The proposed EELWE algorithm is implemented in Xilinx ISE design suite 14.7 for 

windows 10. Xilinx ISE is a legacy IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for Xilinx brand 

FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array). FPGA means a reconfigurable hardware. Now, coming 

to fpga, you can implement any digital hardware which you want on FPGA. For this first you 

should design your hardware then after you should code it in any HDL Language(verilog/VHDL) 

then after you should generate bit file using your FPGA vendor tool (Xilinx ISE, vivado - Xilinx 

company tools) then after you should program your FPGA using that bit file. 

If you want to work with FPGA then you should be familiar with any HDL language and 

digital logic design basics should be strong 

 ISE enables the developer to synthesize their designs, perform timing analysis, examine 

RTL diagrams, simulate a design's reaction to different stimuli, and configure the target device 

with the programmer.  The Xilinx ISE is primarily used for circuit synthesis and design. The latest 

versions are ISE 14.7 and ISE 14.7 for Windows 10. 

To work on Xilinx, one should have knowledge the about modules, testbench, datapath, 

wires, and registers. Once the Xilinx is installed, then you will have to create ‘.v’ files with input 

and output ports defined along with correct operations performed on them. Then you will have to 

create a data path which consists of the connections between all components. The data path will 

contain all the components. Then you will have to create a testbench which will be used to provide 

inputs and extract output.  

After implementing the EELWE in Xilinx ISE 14.7, the encryption and decryption results 

of EELWE32, EELWE48 and EELWE64 are presented through the figures Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.6, 

respectively. The simulated results show plaintext (P), input key (ki), expanded key (ke), IR vector, 

ciphertext(C) and the decrypted text (D). 
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The design code and testbench code for all the three versions of EELWE are written 

separately using Verilog HDL. The logic part of encryption and decryption are written in design 

code and the inputs are provided in testbench code.  

The 32-bit plaintext “BP80” (represented in ASCII) is given as an input in testbench code 

for EELWE32. When the testbench code is simulated, the round function of EELWE32 undergone 

254 iterations and it produced the resultant ciphertext as “ M_`< ” (represented in ASCII). To 

check the correctness of the encryption result, the decryption process is also simulated which takes 

the ciphertext “ M_`< ” as an input, undergone 254 iterations of reverse round function and it 

produced the resultant decrypted text as “BP80”. This decrypted text is same the plaintext. The 

simulation results of EELWE32, where data is represented in ASCII is shown in Fig. 4.1.  

 

Fig 4. 1 Implementation results for EELWE32 with data represented in ASCII 

The simulation results of EELWE32, where data represented in hexadecimal is shown in 

Fig. 4.2. The plaintext is taken as “42503830” (represented in hexadecimal) and when simulated, 

EELWE32 produced the resultant ciphertext as “4DFA603C” (represented in hexadecimal). The 

decryption process has taken the generated ciphertext as an input and the simulation produced the 

resultant decrypted text as “42503830”, which is same as the plaintext taken.  
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Fig 4. 2 Implementation results for EELWE32 with data represented in Hexadecimal. 

The 48-bit plaintext “120/80” (represented in ASCII) is given as an input in testbench code 

for EELWE48. When the testbench code is simulated, the round function of EELWE48 undergone 

254 iterations and it produced the resultant ciphertext as “px3J__” (represented in ASCII). To 

check the correctness of the encryption result, the decryption process is also simulated which takes 

the ciphertext “px3J__” as an input, undergone 254 iterations of reverse round function and it 

produced the resultant decrypted text as “120/80”. This decrypted text is same the plaintext.  The 

simulation results of EELWE48, where data is represented in ASCII is shown in Fig. 4.3.  

The simulation results of EELWE48, where data represented in hexadecimal is shown in 

Fig. 4.4. The plaintext is taken as “3132302F3830” (represented in hexadecimal) and when 

simulated, EELWE48 produced the resultant ciphertext as “7078334AF0A8” (represented in 

hexadecimal). The decryption process has taken the generated ciphertext as an input and the 

simulation produced the resultant decrypted text as “3132302F3830”, which is same as the 

plaintext taken.  
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Fig 4. 3  Implementation results for EELWE48 with data represented in ASCII 

 

 

Fig 4. 4  Implementation results for EELWE48 with data represented in Hexadecimal. 
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The simulation results of EELWE64, where data is represented in ASCII is shown in 

Fig.5a. The 64-bit plaintext “BP120/80” (represented in ASCII) is given as an input in testbench 

code for EELWE64. When the testbench code is simulated, the round function of EELWE64 

undergone 254 iterations and it produced the resultant ciphertext as “__$____P” (represented in 

ASCII). To check the correctness of the encryption result, the decryption process is also simulated 

which takes the ciphertext “__$____P” as an input, undergone 254 iterations of reverse round 

function and it produced the resultant decrypted text as “BP120/80”. This decrypted text is same 

the plaintext.  The simulation results of EELWE64, where data is represented in ASCII is shown 

in Fig. 4.5.  

 

Fig 4. 5  Implementation results for EELWE64 with data represented in ASCII 

The simulation results of EELWE64, where data represented in hexadecimal is shown in 

Fig. 4.6. The plaintext is taken as “42503132302F3830” (represented in hexadecimal) and when 

simulated, EELWE64 produced the resultant ciphertext as “BA0C241D0209E370” (represented 

in hexadecimal). The decryption process has taken the generated ciphertext as an input and the 

simulation produced the resultant decrypted text as “42503132302F3830”, which is same as the 

plaintext taken.  
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Fig 4. 6  Implementation results for EELWE64 with data represented in Hexadecimal. 

The three versions of EELWE are implemented and tested for various iterations of 2n where 

n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The input text and the encrypted cipher text for each of these iterations 

are recorded in the table. Also, the constants required in calculation of energy consumption are 

identified from the implementation results of various iterations. Using the constant’s values 

identified, the different parameters of energy consumption such as time, effective design area, 

power are calculated. Finally, based on these parameter values, the energy consumed per block 

and energy consumed per bit of an encryption algorithm is calculated.   

Table 4.1, Table 4.3, and Table 4.5 show the values of various energy consumption 

parameters for EELWE32, EELWE48, and EELWE64, respectively. When EELWE32, 

EELWE48 and EELWE64 code is executed using Xilinx ISE 14.7 and the following parameter 

values have been noted down for analysis. The observations made are tabulated below. Later the 

same values are compared with the values of existing algorithms. 
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Table  4. 1  Parameter values obtained for EELWE32 

 

 

Table  4. 2  Observations made from the above table 4.1 

Parameter EELWE32 

Look Up Tables Remained as 3% till 16 rounds and increased to 7% as 

the no of rounds increased to 254 

Number of Flip Flops 572 irrespective of no of rounds 

Number of XOR gates Increasing with no of rounds. 1444 for 254 rounds 

Input arrival time before clock 

(ns) (Minimum) for simulation 

Increasing with no of rounds. 101.91 ns for 254 rounds 

Maximum time (ns) required 

for generating Output after 

clock is applied 

0.640 ns and is constant irrespective of no of rounds 

CPU Usage(ms) Varying marginally between 484 ms to 578 ms for the 

rounds 1 to 254 

Cipher Text in HEX Changes with the no of rounds 

Cycles per Block Decreasing from 256 to 3 with the increase in no of 

rounds from 1 to 254 

Tr1 Time consumed for One 

Round of simulation 

Is constant and is 0.0001486 
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Time for One Cycle Increasing marginally from round 1 (0.01414586) 

 to round 254 (0.05104844) 

Time required for encrypting 

One Block of data 

Decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(3.62134016) to 254 (0.15314532) 

Throughput Increasing gradually as the no of rounds are increasing 

from 1 (8.836507643) to 254 (208.9518635) 

Ar Effective Area of 

Implementation for R rounds 

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 (30 

) to 254 (2831.200999) 

AD Effective Design Area 

consumed for one block of data  

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(206) to 254 (3007.200999) 

Power P in pico watts Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(14067.4374 to 254 (1040564.5780) 

Eb Energy per Bit Is decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing till 16 

and then increasing. Indicating that minimum energy is 

consumed when no of rounds are 16. 

 

Table  4. 3  Parameter values obtained for EELWE48 
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Table  4. 4  Observations made from the above table 4.3 

Parameter EELWE48 

Look Up Tables Remained as 3% till 16 rounds and increased to 7% as 

the no of rounds increased to 254 

Number of Flip Flops 604 irrespective of no of rounds 

Number of XOR gates Increasing with no of rounds. 2460 for 254 rounds 

Input arrival time before 

clock (ns) (Minimum) for 

simulation 

Increasing with no of rounds. 179.32 ns for 254 rounds 

Maximum time (ns) required 

for generating Output after 

clock is applied 

0.640 ns and is constant irrespective of no of rounds 

CPU Usage(ms) Varying marginally between 546 ms to 515 ms for the 

rounds 1 to 254 

Cipher Text in HEX Changes with the no of rounds 

Cycles per Block Decreasing from 256 to 3 with the increase in no of 

rounds from 1 to 254 

Tr1 Time consumed for One 

Round of simulation 

Is constant and is 0.00014729 

Time for One Cycle Increasing marginally from round 1 (0.01414729) 

 to round 254 (0.05141166) 

Time required for encrypting 

One Block of data 

Decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(3.62170624) to 254 (0.15423498) 

Throughput Increasing gradually as the no of rounds are increasing 

from 1 (13.25342168) to 254 (311.2134485) 

Ar Effective Area of 

Implementation for R rounds 

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(30) to 254 (4071.250216) 

AD Effective Design Area 

consumed for one block of 

data  

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(254) to 254 (4295.250216) 

Power P in pico watts Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(17343.53364) to 254 (1475760.553) 

Eb Energy per Bit Is decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing till 16 

and then increasing. Indicating that minimum energy is 

consumed when no of rounds are 16. 
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Table  4. 5  Parameter values obtained for EELWE64 

 

 

Table  4. 6  Observations made from the above table 4.5 

Parameter EELWE64 

Look Up Tables Remained as 3% till 16 rounds and increased to 10% as 

the no of rounds increased to 254 

Number of Flip Flops 636 irrespective of no of rounds 

Number of XOR gates Increasing with no of rounds. 3476 for 254 rounds 

Input arrival time before clock 

(ns) (Minimum) for simulation 

Increasing with no of rounds. 211.652 ns for 254 rounds 

Maximum time (ns) required 

for generating Output after 

clock is applied 

0.640 ns and is constant irrespective of no of rounds 

CPU Usage(ms) Varying marginally between 625 ms to 515 ms for the 

rounds 1 to 254 

Cipher Text in HEX Changes with the no of rounds 

Cycles per Block Decreasing from 256 to 3 with the increase in no of 

rounds from 1 to 254 

Tr1 Time consumed for One 

Round of simulation 

Is constant and is 0.00014872 
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Time for One Cycle Increasing marginally from round 1 (0.01414872) 

 to round 254 (0.05177488) 

Time required for encrypting 

One Block of data 

Decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(3.62207232) to 254 (0.15532464) 

Throughput Increasing gradually as the no of rounds are increasing 

from 1 (17.66944289) to 254 (412.0402275) 

Ar Effective Area of 

Implementation for R rounds 

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 (30) 

to 254 (5854.433624) 

AD Effective Design Area 

consumed for one block of data  

Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(302) to 254 (6126.433624) 

Power P in pico watts Increasing as the no of rounds are increasing from 1 

(20618.96765) to 254 (2090151.122) 

Eb Energy per Bit Is decreasing as the no of rounds are increasing till 16 

and then increasing. Indicating that minimum energy is 

consumed when no of rounds is 16. 

The graphical representation of energy consumption of EELWE32, EELWE48 and 

EELWE64 are shown in Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 respectively. 

 

Fig 4. 7  Energy consumption for EELWE32 
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Energy consumed is decreasing from 1591.97 pj/bit at one round to 515.33 pj/bit at 16 

rounds. This is the minimum energy consumed value for EELWE32. After that as the number of 

rounds are increasing the energy consumed is also increasing gradually till 254 rounds. The value 

at 254 rounds is 4979.92 pj/bit. Indicating that minimum energy is consumed when no of rounds 

is 16. 

 

Fig 4. 8  Energy consumption for EELWE48 

Energy consumed is decreasing from 1308.61 pj/bit at one round to 421.54 pj/bit at 16 

rounds. This is the minimum energy consumed value for EELWE32. After that as the number of 

rounds are increasing the energy consumed is also increasing gradually till 254 rounds. The value 

at 254 rounds is 4741.96 pj/bit. Indicating that minimum energy is consumed when no of rounds 

is 16. 
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Fig 4. 9  Energy consumption for EELWE64 

Energy consumed is decreasing from 1166.93 pj/bit at one round to 381.05 pj/bit at 16 

rounds. This is the minimum energy consumed value for EELWE32. After that as the number of 

rounds are increasing the energy consumed is also increasing gradually till 254 rounds. The value 

at 254 rounds is 5072.69 pj/bit. Indicating that minimum energy is consumed when no of rounds 

is 16. 

As per the resultant graphs, minimum energy is consumed at 16 rounds in all the three 

versions. Of all three versions, minimal energy consumption (381pJ) is achieved by EELWE64 

at r = 16 rounds. But to have high security it is recommended to undergo 254 rounds. 

As the number of rounds are increasing, 

 The synthesis tool optimizes logic better. This is the source for the decay component. 

 The logic becomes more complex with many levels. This results in increasing glitch power and 

energy. This is a one source for energy growth component. 

This analysis justifies the decay and growth components in the energy trend.  
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4.2 Result Analysis 

The performance of the proposed EELWE algorithm is measured by considering five 

metrics namely Area, Energy, Throughput, Hardware efficiency and MSEC.  

4.2.1 Algorithms with 64-bit block size 

4.2.1.1 Area 

The algorithm will consume less energy if the effective design area is smaller.  If the area 

is greater than 3000GE, then the algorithm is not considered as efficient [146]. The computed 

metric values w.r.t area are presented in Table 4.7 and the graphical representation of performance 

of algorithms w.r.t area is presented in Fig 4.10. 

    Table  4. 7  Metric value w.r.t Area  

       

                                                                                             Fig 4. 10  Performance w.r.t Area  

When Area has been calculated among thirteen algorithms which are using 64-bit block 

size, it is observed that effective area of EELWE is smaller. Area of EELWE is 1086GE. Hence, 

it can be concluded that EELWE can be considered as efficient. 

4.2.1.2 Energy 

An algorithm is considered to be best suitable for usage in resource constraint devices only 

when it consumes lesser energy during data processing. Lesser the energy consumed, longer will 

be the lifetime of resource constraint device implanted. The computed metric values w.r.t energy 
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are presented in Table 4.8 and the graphical representation of performance of algorithms w.r.t 

energy is presented in Fig 4.11. 

Table  4. 8  Metric value w.r.t Energy consumed.  

     
                                                                                           Fig 4. 11  Performance w.r.t Energy consumed.  

When energy has been calculated among thirteen algorithms which are using 64-bit block 

size, EELWE has consumed less energy (0.0406 J/byte). Hence, it can be concluded that 

performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.1.3 Throughput 

When any lightweight algorithm that produces high throughput, it will be considered as 

efficient. But in resource constraint devices, energy consumed by the algorithm is more important. 

The computed metric values w.r.t throughput are presented in Table 4.9 and the graphical 

representation of performance of algorithms w.r.t throughput is presented in Fig 4.12.  
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Table  4. 9  Metric value w.r.t Throughput 

      
                                                                                                 Fig 4. 12  Performance w.r.t Throughput  

When throughput has been calculated among thirteen algorithms which are using 64-bit 

block size, EELWE has exhibited medium throughput (356 kbps). 

4.2.1.4 Hardware Efficiency 

Hardware efficiency is computed as Throughput/Area. When any lightweight algorithm 

that produces high hardware efficiency, it will be considered as efficient. The computed metric 

values w.r.t hardware efficiency are presented in Table 4.10 and the graphical representation of 

performance of algorithms w.r.t hardware efficiency is presented in Fig 4.13. 

Table  4. 10  Metric value w.r.t H/W Efficiency 

                
                                                                                      Fig 4. 13  Performance w.r.t Hardware Efficiency 
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When hardware efficiency has been calculated among thirteen algorithms which are using 

64-bit block size, EELWE has exhibited larger hardware efficiency(0.3278 kbps/GE). Hence, it 

can be concluded that performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.1.5 MSEC  

MSEC is used to measure the performance of light weight encryption algorithms w.r.t to 

energy consumption and security.  When an algorithm produces larger MSEC value, it is 

considered to be better security algorithm. The computed metric values w.r.t MSEC are presented 

in Table 4.11 and the graphical representation of performance of algorithms w.r.t throughput is 

presented in Fig 4.14.  

 Table  4. 11  Metric value w.r.t MSEC 

           

                                                                                             Fig 4. 14  Performance w.r.t MSEC 

A larger metric value indicates better security v/s energy consumption trade-off while a 

negative metric value implies that for the current technology, the cipher is no safer for usage. When 

MSEC value has been calculated among thirteen algorithms which are using 64-bit block size, 

EELWE has exhibited larger MSEC value of 928.13. Hence, it can be concluded that performance 

of EELWE is superior. 
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4.2.1.6 Energy Vs MSEC  

Fig.4.15 depicts how the MSEC value is being affected w.r.t to the energy consumed by an 

encryption algorithm. 

 

Fig 4. 15  Energy Vs MSEC 

4.2.2 Algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size  

4.2.2.1 Area  

For the algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size, the computed metric values 

w.r.t area are presented in Table 4.12 and the graphical representation of performance w.r.t area is 

presented in Fig 4.16. 

    Table  4. 12  Metric value w.r.t Area 

         

                                                                                                  Fig 4. 16  Performance w.r.t Area 
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When Area has been calculated among five algorithms which are using 64-bit block size 

and 80-bit key size, it is observed that effective area of EELWE is smaller. Hence, it can be 

concluded that performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.2.2 Energy  

For the algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size, the computed metric values 

w.r.t energy are presented in Table 4.13 and the graphical representation of performance w.r.t 

energy is presented in Fig 4.17. 

Table  4. 13  Metric value w.r.t Energy consumed. 

      

                                                                                           Fig 4. 17  Performance w.r.t Energy consumed. 

When energy has been calculated among five algorithms which are using 64-bit block size 

and 80-bit key size, EELWE has consumed less energy. Hence, it can be concluded that 

performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.2.3 Throughput  

For the algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size, the computed metric values 

w.r.t throughput are presented in Table 4.14 and the graphical representation of performance w.r.t 

throughput is presented in Fig 4.18. 
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Table  4. 14  Metric value w.r.t Throughput 

       

                                                                                                    Fig 4. 18  Performance w.r.t Throughput 

When throughput has been calculated among five algorithms which are using 64-bit block 

size and 80-bit key size, EELWE has exhibited better throughput. Hence, it can be concluded that 

performance of EELWE is second best. 

4.2.2.4 Hardware Efficiency  

For the algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size, the computed metric values 

w.r.t hardware efficiency are presented in Table 4.15 and the graphical representation of 

performance w.r.t hardware efficiency is presented in Fig 4.19. 

Table  4. 15  Metric value w.r.t H/W Efficiency 

       

                                                                                          Fig 4. 19  Performance w.r.t Hardware Efficiency 
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When hardware efficiency has been calculated among five algorithms which are using 64-

bit block size and 80-bit key size, EELWE has exhibited larger hardware efficiency. Hence, it can 

be concluded that performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.2.5 MSEC 

For the algorithms with 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size, the computed metric values 

w.r.t MSEC are presented in Table 4.16 and the graphical representation of performance w.r.t 

MSEC is presented in Fig 4.20. 

       Table  4. 16  Metric value w.r.t MSEC 

   

                                                                                                   Fig 4. 20  Performance w.r.t MSEC 

When MSEC value has been calculated among five algorithms which are using 64-bit block 

size and 80-bit key size, EELWE has exhibited larger MSEC value. Hence, it can be concluded 

that performance of EELWE is superior. 

4.2.3 Ranking of Algorithms 

The proposed EELWE algorithm is ranked the best among all algorithms using 64-bit block 

size and 80-bit key size. From Table 4.17, it can be concluded that EELWE is the best lightweight 

encryption algorithm for securing the data in Human Sensor Network. However, there is a 

marginal difference in throughput w.r.t KLEIN.  
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Throughput of KLEIN (376 kbps) is slightly larger than EELWE(356 kpbs).  

Table  4. 17  Ranking of Algorithms. 

Metric 

RANK 

1 2 3 4 5 

Area EELWE PICCOLO LBLOCK KLEIN PRESENT 

Throughput KLEIN EELWE PICCOLO PRESENT LBLOCK 

Hardware Efficiency EELWE KLEIN PICCOLO LBLOCK PRESENT 

Energy EELWE PICCOLO KLEIN PRESENT LBLOCK 

MSEC EELWE LBLOCK PRESENT PICCOLO KLEIN 
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